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Is to prove these and similar truths is the
Accumulated experience of the human race through all
tlic ages of its development, from which our own and
limited individual experience can take its start as an
Assured and incontrovertible body of truths, But Mill's
** experience " is not like Mr. Herbert Spencer's ; it is not
** race-experience/7 but " individual-experience." He is,
therefore, always open to the charge of trying to get widc-
ronching truths out of the changing and fragmentary
experiences of our three-scout years and ten. The
solution is paradoxically inadequate to the problem,
Mill's metaphysical system maybe described as tran-
sitional, and we can now more precisely indicate the
principles between which he oscillates. He comes half*
way between Hume and Herbert Spencer in certain
doctrines, while in others he apparently tries to mediate
lxktween the school of Descartes and the school of
3 rfOcke. To Hume all truth depended on individual
oxpericnrcsj lo Herbert Spencer some truths are & priori
to the individual, but $ posteriori to the rare. In Mill's
C218C we have (to refer bade to the example we have been
Jtist considering) the desire to make Induction rest as a
process on some large principle which individual exper-
ience could never substantiate, while all the time his
professed belief is that, apart from individual experience,
tliere can he no origin for truth. So, too, with some of
tlio theories which are expounded at the end of the
second hook of the fogic and the beginning of the third.
One of thene is the nature of geometrical axioms as a
•part of no-called necoKsary truth* Mill's desire is to
exploclo the 4 prteri view which the Cartesian school
IicUl of the origin of knowledge, There can not be for

